The Trans-Pacific Partnership ('TPP') 
INTRODUCTION
On 5 October 2015, the Trans-Pacific Partnership ('TPP') 1 free trade agreement ('FTA') was substantially agreed among 12 Asia-Pacific countries (including Japan, the US and Australia). The lengthy text was released publicly on 5 November 2015 and signed on 4 February 2016. 2 Commentators soon began speculating on its prospects for ratification, 3 as well as pressure already for countries such as Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, Korea and even China to join the TPP, and/or accelerate negotiations for their Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership ('RCEP' or 'ASEAN+6') FTA. 4 There was also considerable (and typically quite polarised) media commentary in Australia on the TPP's investment chapter, especially the investor-state dispute settlement ('ISDS') provisions. The Sydney Morning Herald, for example, highlighted a remark by an intellectual property ('IP') rights expert that Australia 'could get sued for billions for some change to mining law or fracking law or God knows what else'. 5 Other preliminary responses have been more measured. To assess such concerns about the TPP investment chapter, Part II of this article first outlines the development of investment treaties and investor-state arbitration in the wider Asia-Pacific region, especially East Asia. This includes some recent policy responses by current and potential further TPP partners, particularly in the wake of often high-profile ISDS claims. Overall, they have mostly so far overcome concerns about offering ISDS-backed protections in investment treaties, although some sensitivities remain especially in Indonesia. This augurs quite well for ratification of the TPP, including by Australia, which otherwise might be more cautious --so as not to be seen as forcing such investment protections onto reluctant TPP-neighbouring states. Part III(A) then briefly sketches the scope of the main substantive protections offered to foreign investors in the TPP, compared to other FTAs recently ratified by Australia (especially with Korea and China). 7 Part III(B) compares the ISDS provisions themselves. 8 It ends by introducing two further provisions that have not been widely discussed in Australia, although they may impact on liability exposure for host states:
• allowing ISDS based on certain investment agreements concluded between the host state and foreign investors (found otherwise only in the FTA with Korea); and
• addressing whether and how minority shareholders in an investment vehicle in the host state can bring ISDS claims.
This analysis concludes that the risks of ISDS claims are generally similar to those under Australia's FTAs (and significantly less than some of its earlier generation of standalone investment treaties), which should also make ratification easier. However, some specific novelties and omissions become evident and other issues remain that need to be debated more broadly, such as the interaction between the investment and IP chapters. Overall, as mentioned in Part IV, the wording of the TPP's investment chapter derives primarily from US investment treaty and FTA practice. 10 This, in turn, has influenced many other Asia-Pacific countries (including Australia) in their own international negotiations. Yet the European Union is now developing some interesting further innovations to recalibrate investment commitments. These include a standing investment court with a review mechanism to correct substantive errors of law. The feature was developed especially for its ongoing FTA negotiations with the US (the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership or 'TTIP'), but was recently accepted in the EU's FTAs with Canada and even Vietnam (which had agreed to a more traditional ISDS procedure in the TPP). 11 In addition, the wording contained in the FTA between the EU and Canada (substantially agreed in August 2014, with modifications after a 'legal review' completed on 29 February 2016), 12 and now proposed for TTIP, arguably protects the regulatory autonomy of host states somewhat more strongly than TPP's substantive provisions. 13 This should not necessarily impede TPP ratification, but does raise broader questions about whether an emergent EU-style or the current US-style model will ultimately prevail in other bilateral or mega-regional negotiation forums. 10 
Investment and Treaty Arbitration Trends
The Asian region has long been a major destination for foreign direct investment ('FDI'). It has also emerged as a major source of outbound FDI. 14 The latter tendency began with investors from Japan in the 1980s, 15 followed by investment out of Korea from the late 1990s, 16 and more recently China 17 and economies like Singapore within the Association of Southeast Asian Nations ('ASEAN'). 18 By 2013, a quarter of the top 20 host countries for inbound FDI were located in East Asia and the Pacific ('EAP'), but also more than a quarter of the top 20 economies for outbound FDI worldwide. Transnational companies also considered that eight of the 17 top prospective host countries for FDI over 2014-16 were in EAP. 19 Notably, FDI into Southeast Asia rose for the third consecutive year, from USD117 billion in 2013 to USD136 billion in 2014, despite a 16 per cent decline in FDI flows worldwide in 2014. ASEAN member states collectively received the largest amount of FDI among developing countries, with inflows exceeding those into China since 1993. Intra-ASEAN investment (mostly from or via Singapore) jumped by 26 per cent to comprise now almost one-fifth of all inbound FDI, making Southeast Asian countries the second-largest investor group in their region. A major driver is the business sector's aim to develop a stronger regional presence due to the completion of the ASEAN Economic Community by the end of 2015. Infrastructure investment remains a priority area for FDI. 20 The dramatic expansion of FDI within or involving Asian economies has been paralleled by the emergence of an extensive network of investment treaties. 21 Standalone bilateral investment treaties ('BITs') mostly aim to protect existing investments, especially against discrimination compared to local or third-country investors, expropriation without adequate compensation or denial of justice or other violations of 'fair and equitable treatment'. Such protections have also long been considered to indirectly encourage cross-border investment, especially FDI where the larger amounts and control involved for foreign investors often makes their sunk investments more politically sensitive and open to host state intervention. In addition, provisions against discrimination --'national treatment' and/or 'most-favoured nation' ('MFN') treatment --can be extended to the pre-establishment or investment admission phase, albeit typically with some agreed carve-outs for specific sectors or types of investment. Such BITs can also liberalise market access for foreign investors and thus directly promote greater FDI.
More such investment proposals, and initiatives within the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development ('OECD') to develop a multilateral agreement on investment were also suspended in 1998. 23 Admittedly, recent research casts some doubt on whether offering treaty-based investment protections in fact leads to significantly more cross-border investment. For example, Lauge Skovgaard Poulsen's archival research and interviews of treaty negotiators in various developing countries suggests that 'motivated learning' was a significant factor. That is, they wanted to believe in this benefit from signing BITs, without undertaking much investigation or rationally processing contrary evidence. 24 Christian Bellak's recent 'meta-analysis' of econometric studies acknowledges that investment treaty implementation had an average impact on FDI ranging from 4-13 per cent (with median increases of 2-19 per cent) but argues that publication selection biases reduce aggregate effects on both flows and stocks to statistically negligible levels. 25 To assist with more accurate quantitative analysis, which can furthermore be linked up to country-specific qualitative research, Julien Chaisse and Christian Bellak have gone on to develop a 'BITSel Index' that assesses the overall strength of investment treaties by combining their breadth or scope, liberalisation effect, protections against discrimination, other constraints on regulation (compensation for expropriation, fair and equitable treatment) and access to international dispute settlement. 26 Partly applying this measure, Shiro Armstrong and Luke Nottage present preliminary econometric results finding weaker-form ISDS (and/or certain substantive) provisions seem to have stronger and more robust impact, especially since the turn of this century; but there has still been a positive and significant impact from stronger provisions, including from full-scale ISDS provisions in promptly ratified treaties concluded between 23 30 Claudia Salomon and Sandra Friedrich argue that the reduced popularity of BITs reflects: 'saturation' (as treaties come to be concluded between the major trade and investment partners); the move away from standalone BITs as many economies started to negotiate instead broader FTAs; but also some reluctance or concerns about BITs after treaty-based investor-state dispute settlement claims started to be filed.
Illustrating the latter point, they highlight how the Philippines had concluded 37 BITs before the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes ('ICSID') registered a claim by a Swiss investor, but only signed one more after that ISDS case was settled in 2008. 31 From interviews conducted by Poulsen and Emma Aisbett over 2009-11, government officials in 12 of 13 developing countries worldwide reported that it was only after the first claim against their own country that they realised that BITs exposed them to serious liability. Their broader econometric analysis of 138 developing countries showed that while average signing rates for BITs over [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] before the first BIT claim was registered, the downward trend then accelerated significantly; and the upward trend in BITs signed each year is reversed in the year after the first claim against the developing country. 32 Chaisse similarly tracks the proliferation of BITs, and more recently FTA investment chapters, in the wider Asia-Pacific region (extending to the Americas and South and Central Asia). He found 1265 such investment treaties, but went on to focus his own analysis on 167 'intra-regional' treaties as opposed to 1088 'cross-regional' treaties. These arguably reflect the interests of capital-exporting countries (mostly from outside Asia and the Pacific Basin). 33 Both these empirical studies also highlight the emergence of investor claims generally against host states in Asia, following in part from the inclusion of ISDS provisions in ever more treaties and the growth in cross-border FDI. ISDS offers an additional, more direct option for investors seeking to enforce substantive rights guaranteed by host states under investment treaties. They sit alongside the indirect interstate arbitration mechanism almost always also provided in treaties, but which requires the home state to incur resources and potential diplomatic embarrassment in pursuing a treaty claim on behalf of its investor. Both types of treaty-based dispute resolution processes are seen as particularly valuable when the domestic courts and substantive protections of the host state are in developing countries or otherwise perceived as not meeting widely accepted minimum international standards. The ISDS mechanisms, especially investor-state arbitration generating a decision that binds the host state, have become commonly included in treaties concluded by Asian economies, after a cautious start, notably by socialist countries such as the People's Republic of China. 34 In addition, host states can consent to ISDS through investment contracts or authorisations, 35 or even domestic legislation applicable to foreign investors generally. 36 Until around 2010, the number of claims filed against Asian host states appeared comparatively low, and even more so regarding Asian investors 32 Lauge N Skovgaard Poulsen and Emma Aisbett, 'When the Claim Hits: Bilateral Investment Treaties and Bounded Rational Learning' (2013) 65 World Politics 273, 276, 282. They argue that these trends are best explained by actors constrained by bounded rationality, including for example the 'availability heuristic' (underestimating low probability risks until a high-profile instance eventuates). This heuristic is identified as possibly operating in the context of the first ever claim against Australia, filed in 2011 under its early BIT with Overall, Salomon and Friedrich observe that ISDS arbitrations involving EAP parties have been lagging somewhat compared to global trends. However, the growth rate in the ICSID case proportion since 2000 has been twice as significant as the overall growth rate in ICSID cases, which comprises most investment arbitrations. 43 The last column in Table 1 above highlights how the most active EAP signatories to BITs have now been subjected to at least one treaty-based ISDS claim, either under ICSID rules or ad hoc, although a few such pioneering claims were settled by the host state.
Extending the analysis to South and Central Asia as well as the Pacific Islands, Chaisse finds 70 ISDS claims brought against 25 Asia-Pacific states, including 14 against India. 44 He too notes a sharp jump in 2011 (10 claims filed, compared to around five each year over the previous decade), maintained in 2012 and 2013 (13 claims each), although only five again were filed in 2014. 45 Chaisse also explains such growth by increased FDI and investment treaties, combined with better understanding of such instruments, and expects 'a likely intensification of international investment arbitration practice in the Asia Pacific region in the coming years'. 46 However, there has been lingering discontent in parts of Asia over foreign investment generally, 47 and a backlash against ISDS remains possible. After all, that backlash has been evident in South America over many years, following a wave of claims against Argentina and then other high-profile cases against other states in that region. 48 The growing numbers of ISDS claims worldwide, exceeding 600 by the end of 2014, 49 have even given rise to some concerns among some developed countries in Europe and North America. So far, the ISDS 43 Salomon and Friedrich, 'Investment Arbitration in East Asia and the Pacific', above n 19.
840. 44 Chaisse, above n 33, 608-9. Pakistan was subjected to eight claims and Sri Lanka to four.
But Central Asian states were also involved in significant numbers of cases: Georgia (seven), Kyrgyzstan (seven), Turkmenistan (six), Uzbekistan (six) and Kazakhstan (four). 45 
ISDS Policy Developments in East Asia and the Pacific
In Southeast Asia, ASEAN as a whole has arguably gone through three phases in protecting and liberalising investments through treaties. 52 Over the 1950s-70s, the logic was mainly 'Hobbesian', viewing foreign investors (and traders) as adversaries and with member states consequently signing few BITs. Over the 1980s-90s, the logic became more 'Lockean', driven by neoliberalism to instead compete for and welcome FDI, resulting in a proliferation of BITs as well as the 1987 ASEAN Agreement for Promotion and Protection of Investments. The latter instrument did provide for ISDS, but was limited in scope to 'investments specifically approved in writing' and with respect to national treatment obligations. Those obligations were instead introduced (albeit without ISDS) through the 1998 Framework Agreement on the ASEAN Investment Area, aiming to bolster the declining share of intra-ASEAN FDI, after the Asian financial crisis of 1997 and the rise of China as a competing manufacturing powerhouse. In this third (partly 'Kantian') era, with ASEAN committing to deeper community, there nonetheless remain several significant Hobbesian or sovereigntist tendencies.
Turning to individual member states and their attitudes towards ISDS, only Singapore, now a very large net capital exporter, has long been committed to negotiating investment treaties that include broad ISDS-backed protections. 53 By contrast, as mentioned above, the Philippines has been cautious for over a decade. 54 In Vietnam, the Ministry of Justice also raised the possibility of limiting ISDS provisions after a few more recent claims, but the Ministry of Planning and Investment prevailed and instead an inter-agency protocol was 50 has been seized upon by centre-left politicians in opposition to the present government, although parliamentary and media scrutiny has not prevented the government concluding further treaties containing ISDS (including the TPP). 66 More so than Japan, Korea went through some soul-searching in the context of ratifying its FTA with the US, exacerbated by its first ever treaty-based ISDS claim in 2011, brought by a US-based financial institution via Korea's BIT with Belgium and Luxembourg. 67 However, it has since reverted to pressing strongly for ISDS in recent treaties, including bilateral FTAs with Australia and New Zealand. 68 Having accepted ISDS in the Korea-US FTA, the government may not want to appear weak domestically by omitting it in subsequent treaties. Korean investors have also now begun filing BIT claims against host states in the Middle East and beyond. 69 The position remains more confused in Australia. In 2011, the (centre-left) Gillard government Trade Policy Statement abandoned past treaty practice by eschewing ISDS for all future treaties, even with developing countries. This was partly in response to the first ever claim against Australia, formally filed later that year by (originally US) tobacco company Philip Morris under an old BIT with Hong Kong, challenging Australia's tobacco plain packaging laws. 70 Following criticism from business groups and others, the new (centre-right) Abbott government reverted to including ISDS on a case-by-case assessment after it gained power on 7 September 2013, subsequently including it in FTAs with Korea and China --but not with Japan. 71 preferential tariff reduction legislation before Australia can ratify FTAs (including now the TPP). 72 Interestingly, Australia and New Zealand excluded ISDS by side letter when they signed the TPP, as they did bilaterally when signing their FTA with ASEAN in 2009, ostensibly because the two countries have very familiar and developed domestic court systems to preserve investor protection. This was also the official reason given for excluding ISDS in the 2004 FTA between Australia and the US. However, no proposal for a side letter between those two countries (or any other treaty partners) was formally tabled in relation to the TPP. 73 By contrast, despite a sharp increase in public debate over ISDS in 2015, the New Zealand government continues to negotiate and ratify major FTAs containing ISDS provisions. It never embarked on an active program of negotiating BITs, and has not been subject to a treaty-based claim. 74 The government argues that the wording of contemporary FTAs, inspired mostly by US treaty practice (as indeed in Australia and many other Asia-Pacific states), sufficiently preserves regulatory space for host states compared to older-style BITs. The New Zealand government offers ISDS protections to secure better access to agricultural and other product markets in its treaty counterparties. So far, such arguments have largely been accepted by the main opposition Labour Party, which had in any case also consented to ISDS when it negotiated New Zealand's FTA with China, signed in 2008. 75 For its part, China has remained committed to including strong ISDS-backed protections in its current generation of investment treaties. 76 However, the watered-down provisions in its recent FTA with Australia, superimposed on an older-generation BIT, suggests that China also is open to some flexibility concerning ISDS. 77 If and when it is subjected to either more, or successful, arbitration claims, China may further reassess its position. After all, recent empirical research confirms a significant impact on treaty practice after a state is subjected to an initial ISDS claim. 78 Already, the concerns over ISDS being expressed more or less within parts of Southeast Asia, as well as in at least some major neighbouring economies, make it difficult to assess the prospects for strong ISDS-backed protections being included in RCEP, despite their incorporation already in most other ASEAN treaties. It seems unlikely that the present signatories of the expanded TPP will 72 73 See generally Nottage, 'The TPP Investment Chapter', above n 8. 74 The claim by Mobil Oil (see above n 42) was based on consent to ICSID contained in an investment contract. 75 The Labour Party's opposition to the TPP is presently focused instead on arguably limited capacity reserved for New not proceed to ratification solely because of the investment chapter, although it may add to concerns about other parts of the FTA that are particularly salient during this election year in Australia and the US. 79 More difficult to assess is the likelihood of countries like the Philippines and especially Indonesia being able to follow through in joining the existing 12 TPP signatories. 80 By contrast, Thailand seems to have weathered the small storm stirred up by its first adverse treaty arbitration award in 2009, and faces large two-way FDI flows and major economic opportunity costs in not joining a further expanded TPP. 81 However, the issue remains sensitive in domestic politics. 82 The prospects for Korea and China are more straightforward, given their renewed support for ISDS: the TPP's investment chapter should not be a major impediment to accession.
III HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE TPP INVESTMENT CHAPTER
From the review above of evolving treaty practice and occasional experience with ISDS in Asia and Oceania, it is therefore improbable that the TPP investment chapter --at least in itself --will prove to be a major stumbling block to ratification by existing signatories. Nor will it be so for likely future TPP partners, except perhaps Indonesia. Developing-country members may indeed have been over-optimistic in acceding to BITs, especially from the 1990s, hoping thereby to attract significantly more cross-border investment, without recalibrating treaty provisions in light of the emerging ISDS experiences of other countries. 83 But the advent of mostly US-style FTAs in the Asian region over the last decade, and their own experiences with ISDS, have allowed for a more careful assessment of investment treaty provisions. In considering whether or not to ratify the TPP, Australia therefore need not be too concerned about current or potential future TPP partners feeling overly pressured into agreeing to the investment chapter.
However, what about concerns expressed especially by citizens' groups and some media commentators within Australia? Part III(A) assesses these by comparing the TPP investment chapter's substantive provisions with recent Australian FTA practice, while Part III(B) focuses on the ISDS procedure. The analysis reveals incremental changes in drafting, with differential impacts on liability exposure for host states, which again seem unlikely to impede ratification prospects -at least by a Coalition government in Australia. Nonetheless, certain phrasings and omissions in the TPP investment chapters raise broader questions of the future trajectory of investment treaty negotiations in the region, especially now that the EU is taking a more proactive role, as sketched further by way of conclusion in Part IV below.
A

Substantive Provisions
The TPP investment chapter follows US treaty practice in adopting an asset-based definition of 'investment'. Following the somewhat tighter definition in the 2004 and 2012 US Model BITs (compared to the 1984 Model), it must have 'the characteristics of an investment', such as 'commitment of capital or other resources, the expectation of gain or profit, or the assumption of risk' (TPP art 9.1). This clarification has also come into Australia's FTAs agreed since 2014 with Korea (art 11.28), Japan (art 14.2(f)) and China (art 9.1(d)) but curiously not in its 2012 FTA with Malaysia, which had faced an ISDS claim where investment 'characteristics' were extensively canvassed. 84 The TPP also brings into the main text (and therefore highlights) a US Model BIT footnote expressly excluding 'an order or judgment entered in a judicial or administrative action'. This appears aimed at preventing claims about local decisions that are allegedly substantively unfair, but it might still be arguable that egregious decisions evidence denial of procedural justice or fair and equitable treatment, and in any case the TPP provision leaves open the possibility of treaty claims for non-enforcement of arbitral awards. 85 88 However, that footnote is 'for greater certainty' and is indeed arguably well accepted anyway, at least among government negotiators and experts in international investment law --although not necessarily the general public. 89 More importantly, the TPP does not limit covered investments to those admitted in accordance with host state's domestic laws. This qualification was a feature of Malaysia's BITs from 1993, substituting for coverage only for 'approved projects' under earlier treaties. But the former wording is also found in the Malaysia-India FTA signed in 2011 (adding reference also to investments needing 'characteristics of an investment') and the ASEAN-India investment agreement of 2013 mentions that it applies to investment that 'where applicable, has been admitted' by the host state. Lucy Reed and Kenneth Wong note that whereas Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam have qualified protection under this agreement to investments specifically approved in writing, Malaysia did not. Nor are there similar qualifications under the TPP investment chapter, which only restricts investments to assets having characteristics as such. 90 Amokura Kawharu adds that wording to restrict protection to investors that did not comply with the host state's laws when initially making the investment were proposed in a leaked draft TPP text of 2012, but were dropped by at least 2015. 91 This outcome may be challenging for Thailand to accept, without more, if it wants to join the TPP. After all, Thailand has tried to limit coverage in its treaties (even ASEAN+ FTAs) to foreign investments specifically approved in writing, or at least admitted in accordance with its laws. Turning from coverage of investments under the TPP, its substantive commitments by host states to foreign investors include the main protections now familiar from Australia's investment treaties:
1 Non-discrimination compared to local investors (that is, national treatment 'in like circumstances': art 9.4) as well as third country investors (most-favoured nation treatment 'in like circumstances': art 9.5), both before and after establishment or admission of the investment, but with some listed exceptions; 2 Fair and equitable treatment, tied to the evolving customary international law standard (elaborated in annex 9-A), including a specific reference to denial of justice through local adjudicatory proceedings (contrary to 'the principle of due process embodied in the principal legal systems of the world': art 9.6); 3
Compensation for direct and indirect expropriation (art 9.7).
By contrast, the Australia-China FTA signed on 17 June 2015 (and ratified after a change in the Australian Prime Minister and a change of heart by the main opposition Labor Party), 93 had more limited non-discrimination commitments from China. 94 It also lacked a commitment to fair and equitable treatment, although some protection remains available (not enforceable through ISDS) under the 1988 BIT. The latter will be reconsidered along with the new FTA's investment chapter during a work program after it comes into force. 95 The TPP's main substantive commitments try to build in public welfare considerations, for arbitral tribunals to assess if foreign investors allege violations, for example by further elaborating what constitutes 'in like circumstances' as well as the now familiar annex (9-B, derived from US domestic law and then treaty practice) on what constitutes indirect expropriation. An innovation for treaty practice in Australia (and indeed other TPP partners, including the US) is a 'Drafter's Note' issued by government negotiators alongside the TPP, aimed at restating at least some North American Free Trade Agreement ('NAFTA') case law and guiding future interpretation. It elaborates on footnote 14 of the investment chapter, which requires non-discrimination 'in like circumstances' to be assessed on 'the totality of the circumstances, including whether the relevant treatment distinguishes between investors or investments on the basis of legitimate public welfare objectives'. Specifically, Caroline Henckels has pointed out that according to the Note: the purpose of the obligation is 'to ensure that foreign investors or their investments are not treated less favourably on the basis of their nationality'. This indicates that only intentionally discriminatory measures would breach national treatment, and that measures with legitimate objectives that happen to place a greater burden on foreign investors would not.
The Note also clarifies that a claimant must be in a competitive relationship with a domestic investor or investors for the purpose of comparison of treatment accorded by the measure, and provides that tribunals should take into account the measure's objective, the applicable legal and regulatory frameworks and whether investors or investments are subject to like legal requirements when determining whether the treatment has been afforded to foreign and domestic investors or investments in like circumstances. Moreover, the Note indicates that to avoid liability, differential treatment of foreign and domestic investors or investments must be plausibly or reasonably connected to a legitimate public welfare objective and have been applied in a non-discriminatory manner.
The text of the provision and Note do not, however, address whether foreign investors or investments as a group should be compared with their domestic counterparts in terms of the benefits and burdens of the measure, or whether the more favourable treatment of a single domestic investor compared to the claimant would suffice for a finding of breach. Most tribunals to date have taken the latter approach, which is a relatively easy hurdle for a claimant to overcome. 96 TPP art 9.15 adds that a host state may use measures 'that it considers appropriate to ensure that investment … is undertaken in a manner sensitive to environmental, health or other regulatory objectives', but only if 'consistent with this Chapter' (that is, non-discriminatory etc). Some commentators suggest that this proviso negates any protections otherwise added by the provision, but others argue that it can 'pick up both the substantive protections contained in the investment chapter and its various carve-outs and clarifications --including those concerning the States' right to regulate'. 97 In this respect, in contrast to the US Model BIT, the TPP's Preamble further expressly acknowledges the member states' 'inherent right to regulate'. This is also found in abridged form in Australia's FTA with China, 98 but not those with Korea, Japan, Malaysia or (albeit much earlier) Thailand. 99 By contrast, investment chapters in Australia's FTAs with Korea (signed in 2014), China and even the ASEAN-NZ FTA (signed in 2009) included a general exception, based on General Agreements of Tariffs and Trade ('GATT') art XX for trade in goods, 100 allowing host states to introduce measures necessary to protect public health etc provided these were not applied in a discriminatory manner or as a disguised restriction on investment. An advantage of this approach may be the extensive jurisprudence from WTO panels applying the GATT exception. Disadvantages include some obvious, as well as subtle, differences between trade and investment law, as well as a potentially higher evidentiary burden on the state seeking to justify its measures. 101 In any case, the TPP limits the scope of protection available to investors in specified areas raising strong public interest concerns, such as public debt claims (annex 9-G) and tobacco-control measures. ISDS claims over the latter can be precluded in advance by member states, under the general exceptions chapter (art 29.5). This is clearly in response to arbitration claims brought by Philip Morris against Australia (and earlier Uruguay), although such a sector-specific exclusion had earlier been resisted by the US as setting a dangerous precedent for future treaty negotiations. 102 The TPP investment chapter also contains the usual 'denial of benefits' provision (art 9.14) seeking to limit scope for forum shopping (as was in any case found in the Philip Morris case against Australia). This allows the host state to refuse protection if the investor has no substantial business operations in the home state, although Kawharu recommends further clarifying wording. 103 Another innovative feature of the TPP, from the Australian perspective, is that each member state commits to 'encouraging' its enterprises to 'voluntarily incorporate into their internal policies those internationally recognised standards, guidelines and principles of corporate social responsibility' endorsed or supported by the relevant state (art 9.16). This could extend, for example, to (local and foreign) retailers in Australia with respect to adopting the Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh, which then locks firms to a separate enforcement regime underpinned by international arbitration law. 104 Despite such provisions aimed at rebalancing the interests of foreign investors and host states, one Australian journalist refers to a US lawyer's opinion in asserting that the MFN provision allows: . 103 Kawharu, 'TTPA: Chapter 9 on Investment', above n 87. Kawharu argues that some recent cases suggest that states must exercise the right to deny benefits proactively and at least before ISDS proceedings commence, which is less effective that clearly putting an onus on claimant investors to prove they have the requisite connection to the home state. 104 Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh, About the Accord <http://bangladeshaccord.org/about/>. The arbitration clause in this Accord is awkwardly worded, but arguably not pathological and therefore unenforceable.
foreign corporations from TPP states to make a claim against Australia based on the ISDS provisions in any other trade deal Australia has signed … That means it does not matter how carefully the TPP is drafted: foreign investors can cherrypick another treaty Australia has signed, and sue the Australian government based on the provisions included in that treaty. 105 This is incorrect in that they overlook the schedule of Australia for the overarching TPP 'Annex II --Investment and Cross-Border Trade in Services', which expressly excludes past treaties from the scope of MFN treatment. 106 That prevents an investor from a TPP state seeking to invoke better treatment extended by Australia to investors from another state that has an existing treaty in force or signed with Australia. (Indeed, this annex also excludes from MFN protection any preferential treatment from future agreements with a Pacific Island Forum member state, or those relating to aviation, fisheries or maritime matters --including salvage). In addition, TPP art 9.3 excludes from MFN 'international dispute resolution procedures or mechanisms, such as those included in Section B', thus preventing investors invoking any more favourable procedural provisions to resolve their disputes with Australia. Such misconceived media coverage illustrates the difficulties that the Australian government faces in ensuring passage of TPP related legislation through the Senate in order to be able to ratify this major regional agreement.
B
ISDS Provisions
The ISDS procedure, set out in Section B of TPP ch 9 on investment as an alternative to interstate arbitration (itself found separately in ch 28 of the TPP), emerged as a common extra option for foreign investors to enforce their substantive rights if their home states did not wish to pursue a treaty claim on their behalf, for diplomatic, cost or other reasons. This mechanism has been seen as important for credible commitments particularly by developing or other countries with national legal systems perceived as not meeting international standards for protecting investors. ISDS provisions have gradually come to be accepted in treaties concluded in the Asian region, leading recently to more arbitration claims (albeit off a comparatively low base), 107 The inclusion of ISDS in the TPP is not too surprising given the involvement already of developing countries such as Vietnam, and even a middle-income country like Malaysia with a complicated political and legal system (both already subject to occasional investor-state arbitration claims, as mentioned in Part II above). Incorporating ISDS is also explicable because the TPP aims to attract further partners. These include capital-importing developing countries like Indonesia, whose President has declared that it 'intends to join the TPP', 109 although this will be very difficult to achieve domestically and the country is still reviewing old BITs partly due to some recent arbitration claims --including from an Australian investor. 110 Other potential candidates include capital exporting countries like Korea, which pressed strongly for ISDS in bilateral FTAs --even with Australia and New Zealand. 111 China, emerging as a major exporter and importer of capital, has also come to favour ISDS protections. This is important because some already urge it to join a further expanded TPP, 112 and because China already is party to the RCEP FTA negotiations currently involving many existing TPP partners, including Australia and Malaysia.
However, the arguments are more finely balanced for including the ISDS option for treaty commitments between developed countries with strong and familiar national legal systems. Intriguingly, when the TPP was signed Australia and New Zealand exchanged official side letters excluding its ISDS provisions as between themselves. 113 They also obtained such a bilateral carve-out in their FTA with ASEAN signed in 2009, 114 Zealand have also achieved remarkable economic integration and business law harmonisation in other respects, albeit mainly through non-treaty mechanisms. 116 Australia also omitted ISDS in its bilateral FTA concluded with Malaysia in 2012, consistently with the Gillard government's Trade Policy Statement of April 2011 117 --abandoned by the new Coalition government after it won the general election on 7 September 2013, and then reverted to -including ISDS in treaties on a case-by-case assessment. 118 However, omitting ISDS protection in the Malaysia-Australia FTA was largely symbolic since protection remained for respective countries' investors under the ASEAN-Australia-NZ FTA.
By contrast, Australia does not propose any TPP side letter with the US carving out ISDS, even though their bilateral FTA in 2004 also omitted ISDS. The official explanation given for the latter development was that both these countries also held great trust in each other's national legal system (despite the Loewen Group case brought by a Canadian investor against the US around that time, where a tribunal chaired by a former Chief Justice of Australia sharply criticised an underlying Mississippi court procedure). 119 Nor do there appear to be any other bilateral carve-outs of ISDS envisaged among TPP partners.
In terms of the ISDS procedures themselves, these also tend to follow the provisions in the US Model BIT and its FTAs from around 2004, which in turn have influenced the FTAs drafted by other TPP partners such as Australia. 120 For example, the TPP includes time limits for bringing claims (art 9.20.1). It also has a now standard 'fork in the road' provision (art 9.20.2), requiring investors invoking ISDS to waive rights to henceforth initiate or proceed with claims to resolve disputes instead through local courts or administrative tribunals of the host state. This helps preclude situations as in the dispute brought by Philip Morris, which challenged Australia's tobacco plain packaging law before the High Court of Australia under constitutional law as well as an ISDS tribunal under international treaty law. 121 before local courts or tribunals. 122 The annex qualification reinstates the approach taken under the 1994 US Model BIT. By contrast, the 2004 US Model BIT had adopted wording that is (uncharacteristically) more pro-investor in this respect, 123 which has carried over into US and Australian FTA treaty practice --including now TPP art 9.20.2. Similarly, following the 2004 Model BIT and US FTA practice, and as in Australia's FTA with Korea (and to a somewhat lesser extent with China), TPP art 9.23 sets out extensive provisions for transparency in proceeding. These include public hearings (still rare in WTO interstate dispute resolution) and admission of amicus curiae briefs from relevant third parties. Article 9.22 requires arbitral tribunals to decide preliminary jurisdictional objections on a fast-track basis, and may award lawyer and other costs against the claimant after considering whether the claim was frivolous. (However, it does not have to award such costs, and nor is there a general 'loser pays' rule for costs as under the recent Canada-EU FTA: compare TPP art 9.28.3). 124 An (interstate) Commission can issue an interpretation of a TPP provision that then binds the arbitral tribunal (art 9.24.3).
However, there is some debate among commentators about whether such a Commission can make such a binding interpretation regarding a pending dispute, 125 and the China-Australia FTA wording has helpfully clarified that it can. That FTA also adds an innovative provision, not found in the TPP (or any other FTA involving Australia) allowing a host state to issue a 'public welfare notice' to the home state of the foreign investor, declaring that it invokes the (art 9.11.4) general exception for public health measures etc. This triggers interstate consultations and a requirement on the host state to publicly announce its view on the home state's invocation of the exception.
Partly offsetting this omission in the TPP, it adds the option (in the general exceptions chapter) of a host state precluding ISDS claims regarding tobacco control measures, as mentioned in Part III(A) above. More generally, the investment chapter adds that the arbitral tribunal can only award limited damages if the foreign investor successfully claims that it was thwarted in attempting to make an initial investment, due to the host state violating substantive treaty commitments. The tribunal must also issue a draft award to the disputing parties for comment (art 9.22.10), albeit not to the public or even the home state of the investor. Release of draft decisions is a feature of WTO interstate dispute resolution, and is found already in the 2004 US Model BIT as well as in Australia's FTA investment chapters with Chile (signed in 2008) and Korea.
However, the TPP does not establish an appellate review mechanism to correct errors of law (as opposed to errors in procedure or jurisdiction), as under the WTO regime. There is only a commitment to consider such a mechanism if and when developed for international investment disputes 'under other institutional arrangements' (art 9.22.11). This provision again derives from the 2004 US Model BIT, in turn prompted by the Bipartisan Trade Promotion Authority Act of 2002. 126 However, the 2004 Model provided more specifically that if a multilateral agreement created an appellate mechanism, the parties would strive to agree to extend its jurisdiction to the BIT (a provision reproduced in the Korea-Australia FTA art 11.20.13); 127 and otherwise the parties would consider adding a bilateral appellate mechanism within three years of the BIT coming into force (with no counterpart in Australian treaties). Yet no appellate review mechanism has ever been added to subsequent US investment treaties, no doubt reflecting the persistent diversity of views on this possible reform to the ISDS system. 128 Sam Luttrell highlights that TPP ch 27 creates an interstate 'TPP Commission', with power not only to issue interpretations of the treaty but also to resolve disputes about its interpretation and application (arts 27.2(2)(e)(f)). He further suggests that 'some form of appellate or review body will be established if or once the TPP comes into force. However, at least for the first few years, any appellate function is likely to be performed by ad hoc committees formed by the TPP Commission'. 129 However, this sort of institutional arrangement goes back to NAFTA signed in 1993 (art 2001 on the 'Free Trade Commission'), 130 but has never exercised appellate review functions in the way envisaged by Luttrell. Instead, the US BITs and FTAs since 2004 have added specific provisions to encourage the potential development of an appellate mechanism.
As introduced in Part I above and elaborated in Part IV below, the EU is now expressing stronger interest in appellate review, including in its TTIP negotiations with the US, where it has even proposed establishing an international investment court. 131 Indeed, the EU has already agreed on this sort of court (including appellate review for errors of law) in FTAs recently agreed with Canada and Vietnam, 132 despite the latter being also party to the TPP and its more traditional ISDS mechanism.
Article 9.21.6 further envisages that, before the TPP comes into force, member states will 'provide guidance' on extending the code of conduct for arbitrators (already in ch 28 for interstate arbitrations) to ISDS disputes, as well as 'other relevant rules or guidelines on conflict of interest'. The Australian government will presumably point to the Australia-China FTA, where such a code of conduct has already been set out for ISDS arbitrators, and reference may also be made to further proposals now being raised in the EU and beyond. 133 In addition, TPP art 9.19.1 allows ISDS claims for breaches of:
(a) the substantive commitments set out in Section A of the investment chapter itself; (b) an 'investment authorisation' of its foreign investment authority; 134 or (c) an 'investment agreement' with central government authorities for their natural resources, specified utilities or infrastructure projects for the general public, which is concluded after the TPP comes into force, and is relied upon by the harmed foreign investor in making the covered investment and the claimed subject matter and damages directly relate to it.
The latter two scenarios are also covered in the Korea-Australia FTA, but the TPP goes on to expressly allow the host state then to raise a related counterclaim or set off against the foreign investor (art 9.19.2).
Annex 9-L adds innovative provisions dealing with potential multiple claims where there is a specified 'investment agreement'. If the authorities have consented therein to arbitration under the arbitration rules of ICSID, the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law ('UNCITRAL'), the International Chamber of Commerce ('ICC') or the London Court of International Arbitration ('LCIA'), the investor cannot make an ISDS claim under Section B of the TPP investment chapter (para 1). But it does not waive rights to initiate or proceed with arbitration under those agreed rules (para 2) 'with respect to any measure alleged to constitute a breach' under art 9.18. Nonetheless, if such claims 'have a question of law or fact in common and arise out of the same events or circumstances' as a claim for breach of Section A substantive treaty commitments (or investment authorisations), the disputing parties can agree to consolidation of these sets of proceedings or otherwise be subjected to consolidated proceedings under art 9.27. 135 In other words, both contract and treaty-based claims are channelled more efficiently into one forum, benefitting especially host states and addressing a scenario that can arise quite often in practice. 136 Curiously, however, annex 9-L does not list for such treatment investment agreements containing consent to arbitration of contract based disputes under the arbitration rules of major regional centres, such as the Kuala Lumpur Regional Centre for Arbitration or the Singapore International Arbitration Centre ('SIAC'). 137 Perhaps they were considered to have less experience in investment arbitrations than the ICC or LCIA. But it means that parallel treaty claims may still be brought by the claimant under art 9.18.4 before a tribunal constituted by ISCID, UNCITRAL or other agreed arbitration rules. 138 Legal advisors to investors wishing to preserve this option, perhaps to obtain greater leverage in settlement negotiations in the event of a dispute, may therefore seek to conclude investment agreements that provide, for example, for SIAC investment arbitration rules.
Interestingly, on 1 February 2016 SIAC initiated a public consultation on the SIAC investment arbitration rules. 139 Well-advised host states may instead seek to incorporate those into their investment contracts. First, these rules build in some --but not all 140 treaty-based claim is ever initiated, it may be easier --although perhaps still difficult -to persuade an investor to agree to one set of arbitration proceedings under the SIAC investment arbitration rules, rather than ICSID or UNCITRAL rules. In addition, SIAC and the Singaporean government may be hoping that SIAC investment arbitration rules may eventually be added to a list similar to annex 9-L in any amendments to the TPP or future FTAs such as RCEP.
A final little-remarked provision of the TPP investment chapter, albeit found in Australia's other FTAs, concerns the possibility of minority shareholders bringing ISDS claims against host states. Under art 9.19, a claimant may submit an 'investment dispute' to arbitration regarding, for example, a violation of Section A substantive commitments by the host state. Under art 9.1, an 'investment' includes shares as an asset 'that an investor owns or controls, directly or indirectly'. (Unlike some investment treaties promoted by other states, there is no exclusion for 'portfolio investment'). 141 Article 9.19.1(b) further allows an investor in shares to make a representative claim 'on behalf of an enterprise of the respondent that is a juridical person that the claimant owns or controls directly or indirectly'. However, although this may allow a claim by a minority investor, it necessitates a controlling interest in the investment vehicle in that host state, and any relief awarded (such as damages) then goes to that local vehicle (art 9.28.5).
By contrast, it seems that any minority shareholder may seek arbitration 'on its own behalf' if it 'has incurred loss or damage of, or arising out of, that breach' (art 9.19.1(a)). It is accepted, even by those generally critical of claims by minority shareholders under investment treaties, 142 that shareholders can bring a direct claim at least for direct interference with their rights, such as host state laws seizing their shares or preventing exercise of their voting rights in the local investment vehicle.
More controversial is whether a minority shareholder can make a reflective loss claim for the diminution of the value of their shareholding, due especially to the host state's violation of fair and equitable treatment (as found in the Walter Bau case, for example) 143 or expropriation relating to the local investment vehicle. Many such damages claims have been upheld, beginning in fact with the first ever successful ISDS claim for violation of UK BIT commitments, brought by a Hong Kong minority investor in a locally incorporated shrimp farm in Sri Lanka. 144 In particular, several claims were upheld by minority US investors in local companies holding concessions or other arrangements with Argentina after its economic crisis around 2000, under the 1991 BIT. 145 However, the wording of these treaties is less elaborate than that found in the US Model BITs of 2004 and 2012, in turn derived broadly from NAFTA, and which have carried over into the TPP and other US-inspired FTA provisions.
In 2004, a NAFTA tribunal rejected a jurisdictional objection by Mexico against a claim under art 1116 by a 15 per cent minority shareholder in a local company operating sugar mills that were allegedly subject to direct expropriation as well as breaches of FET and national treatment obligations, 146 despite acknowledging that in principle such claims might lead to double recovery (if the local company also was able to claim against the host state, for example under host state law). 147 The tribunal upheld the admissibility of the claim for direct expropriation, but ultimately dismissed it because a local court had since rendered judgment neutralising the effect of this. It also upheld the admissibility of the FET claim for reflexive loss, although holding that this substantive violation was not proven.
However, before permitting ISDS claims, NAFTA art 1121 requires the investor and the local investment vehicle to provide waivers of rights to continue other proceedings, regarding claims by an investor on its own behalf for loss arising out of treaty violations (art 1116) as well as by an investor on behalf of its investment vehicle (art 1117). Zachary Douglas points out that this can limit scope for reflexive loss claims by minority shareholders, as the majority shareholders may be satisfied by any relief provided by the host state to the investment vehicle, and therefore not provide the necessary waiver. 148 Daniela Páez-Salgado goes on to argue that the US Model BITs since 2004 and TPP 'retain the essence of NAFTA provisions', thus providing 'for direct claims and representative claims, [but] excluding reflective loss claims'. 149 However, those Model BITs and the TPP (art 9.21.2(b)(i)) require a written waiver regarding other proceedings, prior to ISDS, only from the claimant (such as a shareholder) and not from the local investment vehicle in the scenario of claims brought by the investor on its own behalf, as opposed to on behalf of the local vehicle (where double waivers are required: art 9.21.2(b)(ii)). This reinstates the possibility of double recovery, and also leaves open the question of whether reflexive loss claims by a minority shareholder are permitted. Tribunals will need to decide whether it 'has incurred loss or damage of, or arising out of that breach' of the TPP (under art 9.19.1(a)), bearing in mind case law and commentary under various BITs and NAFTA that mostly recognises minority shareholder claims for reflexive loss. 150 Future treaty negotiators may need to reconsider the pros and cons of allowing such treaty claims, contrary to the traditional position under customary international law and despite the possibility of double recovery, as well as the related vexed issue of whether any contractual settlement of a dispute between the investment vehicle and host state should preclude minority shareholder claims. 151 
IV CONCLUSIONS
It remains to be seen whether the rather limited innovations in the TPP's investment chapter will be enough to assuage critics of ISDS and allow ratification of the TPP in Australia, as well as other existing signatory states. But governments that have negotiated and signed this agreement have significant 'sunk costs' and reputational incentives to follow through, unless domestic political circumstances or overseas developments interfere significantly in the ratification process. In addition, other major Asian economies now interested in acceding to the TPP have limited bargaining power, especially as their exclusion from the mega-regional agreement may create significant trade diversion and other adverse economic impact. 152 Part II suggests, however, that ISDS-backed investment protections are in any case unlikely to prove a major stumbling block, except perhaps for Indonesia, given evolving treaty practice and experiences now with ISDS claims in the Asian region. Part III further elaborates on how the TPP's investment chapter's substantive protections also largely track existing FTAs concluded by and among TPP partners, especially Australia in recent years. Yet this will provide little comfort to those who remain firmly opposed to any form of ISDS, 153 or indeed remain concerned more broadly about cross-border investment. 154 The wording of many Asia-Pacific FTA investment chapters, derived from US treaty practice, can be seen as a blessing and curse. 155 On the one hand, the wording of the US Model BIT of 2004 (largely maintained in 2012) 156 drew on NAFTA drafting and actual experiences with ISDS claims to incorporate provisions that were mainly more favourable to host states, 157 compared to earlier US Models and BIT wording that was more pro-investor even than Western European templates. 158 This shift influenced FTA negotiations by the US with regional partners such as Australia from 2002, and made it easier to sign its two other early FTAs with Singapore and Thailand, which had respectively concluded or begun their own bilateral FTA negotiations with the US. The result is more balanced investment treaty regimes for FTA investment chapters, compared to Australia's BITs (last signed in 2005). 159 On the other hand, the spread of the US-derived FTA template through subsequent bilateral and more recent regional treaties risks creating a new 'status quo bias' 160 that prevents or limits further significant rebalancing, even if that can be shown to be optimal. Specifically, it makes it hard for Asia-Pacific states like Australia to develop their treaty practice towards the new approach being pressed by the EU in its TTIP FTA negotiations with the US but also more broadly. 161 Compared to TPP investment chapter wording, that approach arguably provides narrower substantive protections for fair and equitable treatment (by enumerating proscribed behaviours and constraining the concept of legitimate expectations), more guidance on general exceptions, and express reference to proportionality of the adopted measures when assessing indirect expropriations. 162 In terms of procedural innovations, the new EU approach involves moving away from ad hoc appointment of investment treaty arbitrators to create a standing investment court, which moreover can engage in appellate review. This move is potentially game-shifting, given the predominance so far of ISDS arbitrators with backgrounds in law firms. 163 They would generally start off (at least) with less exposure to key concepts developed in national public law and recently international law, such as proportionality and standards of review of state action. Indeed, other fields of international law that have expanded concepts of proportionality, despite little or no direct textual references, have done so in the context of standing judiciaries. If the EU successfully promotes the institution of permanent investment courts, the latter may feel similarly more confident about developing proportionality doctrine (and the related question of the standard of review) to adjudicate international investment disputes in a more principled way. 164 The EU has already introduced this court institution into its FTA with Vietnam, despite the latter having agreed to more conventional ISDS in the TPP. 165 It is conceivable that something like a permanent investment court could emerge even by side letters among existing TPP signatories, 166 especially if domestic political circumstances impede ratification, or among potential future partners such as Indonesia that are now sceptical about ISDS-based treaty protections. This development is probably even more likely in the context of the
